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Choose Portugal

Located in the most western part of the European
Continent, Portugal is widely considered to be
the best country to live and work. 


And there are a great variety of reasons for
choosing Portugal…
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Because it is safe
The Institute for Economic and Peace,
a non-governmental organization
recently published the 15th edition of

Because of its


the Global Peace Index , in 2021,

social cohesion

where Portugal was ranked the 4th
safest country in the world behind
Iceland, New Zealand and Denmark.
According with the Portuguese annual
internal security report, the crime rate
in Portugal has continuously been
dropping for the past seven years,
which further supports how safe and

Portugal is one of the oldest
continuously existing nation state in
the world, with its current borders
established in 1143. A long and stable
border existence and a nation that
resulted from many different racial and
cultural influences, during more than 8
centuries, has contributed for a very

peaceful is Portugal.


cohesive, free, tolerant and progressive
country. Portugal has scored 96 out of
100 and is ranked as #10 in the World
Index of Freedom. Portugal was the
first country to abolish slavery.
Portugal’s drugs decriminalization
policy is frequently mentioned as a
successful case study that should serve
as reference. Same-sex marriage
become legal in 2010. 
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Because of its economy
The crisis that faced the country and
the associated financial assistance
programs are long gone. The
Portuguese Economic Recovery from
the COVID crisis has been achieved
with a growth in GDP of 4.8% in 2021,
a robust growth essentially driven by
an increase in domestic demand.


Because it is

family friendly
According with UNICEF’s Office of
Research, Portugal is among the 5
countries that ranked highest for the
best family-friendly policies, in the
OECD. This rank focused on two key
policies: childcare leave for parents
and early childhood education and
care for pre-school children.
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Because of its

cost of living

In terms of purchasing power parity (the factor that measures the
number of units of a country's currency required to buy the same
amounts of goods and services in the domestic market as U.S. dollar
would buy in the United States), in 2022 Portugal is expected to remain
at 0.6 LCU per international dollars, meaning that the cost of living will
remain low.
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Because

of its climate


Portugal has a mild and sunny climate. 
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Portugal

200

days of Sun

Average temperature

of 20 ºC, per year 
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Country

City

USA

USA

Malta

Portugal

Greece

Spain

Spain

USA

Argentina

Italy

Turkey

Singapore

Brazil

China

Sweden

France

Netherlands

United Kingdom

Ireland


Miami

San Francisco

Valletta

Lisbon

Athens

Madrid

Barcelona

New York

Buenos Aires

Rome

Ankara

Singapore

Sao Paulo

Hong Kong

Stockolm

Paris

Amsterdam

London

Dublin

3,154

3,061

3,054

2,806

2,773

2,769

2,591

2,534

2,525

2,473

2,450

2,022

1,893

1,835

1,803

1,662

1,662

1,633

1,453

24.9

14.6

18.8

17.5

19.4

15.0

18.2

12.9

17.9

15.2

12.0

27.0

19.2

23.3

6.6

12.3

10.2

11.3

9.8
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Because of its infrastructures

Portugal is among world’s best in quality of its accessibilities,
telecommunications and infrastructures, featuring an extensive network of
high-roads, railway system, international airports and state of the art 5G
internet connection. Ranked by the Work Economic Forum as the 15th
country in the world with better infrastructures.



Sines has become a beacon of geographic importance within the Global Digital
Transformation by being the host connection of a submarine transatlantic fiber
optic cable, connecting Europe and the Latin America. Strategically, Sines, is
positioned to be the forefront of the development of Subsea Cable Systems
and Data Center infrastructures, both at the core of today's internet.



Portuguese healthcare system is on the forefront of the world medical care
both on public and on private hospitals and clinics, since 2000 is ranked 12th
on the World Heath Organization Healthcare System Index. 

Portuguese Education system ranked 25th in the 2022 Education Global
Ranking and featured 5 universities among the best Masters in Finance
Program and 3 universities in the Top 70 European Business Schools,
according with the Financial Times.
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Because of

its innovation and
technology 

Portugal has become a hub for startups
and international companies by
providing several accelerator
programmes and incentives.
Government initiatives like Europe
Startup Nations Alliance are paving the
grounds for upcoming and already
established startups to grow. 


Web Summit has been the staple of
the innovation & technology
breakthrough in Portugal as it has
become Europe’s biggest technology
conference. 
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Because

of its lifestyle

Because of its breath-taking coastline
and landscapes, because of its vibrant
cities, because of its rich history and
culture, architecture and culinary
delights. Portugal’s high-quality
lifestyle provides a variety of
experiences that attracts a wide range
of individuals and families from simply
visitors to resident entrepreneurs and
retirees: 


Best country in the world to visit:

The world-renowned magazine Condé Nast Traveller, elected Portugal as the 2021 best country
in the world.

Best European destination:

Portugal was elected the best European destination to visit in 2021. This ranking was assembled
based on the European Best Destinations website’s statistics on the most researched places to visit.

Best country for Expats and digital nomads


Well established infrastructures and public services together with the good weather, sunny beaches
and low cost of living have transformed Portugal into the World’s best country for Expats and digital
nomads.

InterNations ranked Portugal 5th in 2021 as the best country for Expats and ranked Lisbon 3rd in
2020 as the best city.

Trip advisor ranked Portugal the worlds 7th best place for experiences and Michelin Guide awarded
5 new stars to Portuguese restaurants increasing the overall number to 40 stars.


Condé Nast Traveller
+ INFO (LINK)

European Best Destinations
+ INFO (LINK)

Digital Nomads
+ INFO (LINK)

Expats
Portugal

Lisbon

+ INFO (LINK)

+ INFO (LINK)

Best Experiences
TripAdvisory

Michelin Guide

+ INFO (LINK)

+ INFO (LINK)

Best country to retire:
Appealing low cost of living along with the inviting weather, safeness and great healthcare

system places Portugal as one of the most attractive destination for retirees according with the
2022 Annual Global Retirement Index.
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Obtain the Golden

Visa Portugal,

a family extended
programme
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The Golden Visa Portugal Programme was introduced in 2012 and
has been extremely popular with applicants from all over the world. 


Since its creation, the Golden Visas Portugal have
been granted to approximately 10,700
applicants and a further 17,700 have been
extended to their family members.


Introduction
Benefits
Types of Investments
Process
4 Options after the Golden Visa
Comparison with other European
Golden Visa Programmes
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Introduction

Introduction
The Golden Visa Portugal Programme is a
family extended programme targeted at
non-EU/EEA/Swiss citizens to obtain EU
residency and/or citizenship.


The Golden Visa residency permit is
issued by the SEF (Portuguese Borders
and Foreign Agency) and allows the
investor and his/her family

to hold a European residence permit

within 6 months and travel across the
Schengen Area without any further
documentation.



Upon completion of the 5-years
Golden Visa Program, the investor
becomes eligible to apply for
Portuguese Citizenship and
consequent Portuguese Passport.


The Portuguese Passport is currently ranked 5th in
the Global Passport Power Ranking, according to
the Passport Index 2022. 



Once obtained the Portuguese Passport, the Main
Investor and his/her family will be allowed to live,
work and study anywhere within the European
Union, without the hassle of visa applications and
extra documentation.


+ INFO (LINK)

APPLYING FOR RESIDENCE

IN PORTUGAL
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The Portuguese Golden Visa is Europe’s
most successful residency and
citizenship by investment programme.
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Beneficts

Benefits

A favorable and hassle-free investment residence
visa, with all the benefits extended to all dependent
family members:

Family
reunification

Minimal stay

Travel freely


Portuguese
passport

Favorable
taxation


4 Options

to choose from


Family reunification
entitles the Main Investor
spouse, children and
dependent parents to be
included in the same
Golden Visa application

as well.

Minimal stay requirement
in Portuguese territory of
7 days on average,

per year.


Travel freely in the
Schengen Area.


Portuguese passport, once
obtained allows travelling
visa-free across 186
countries.


Favorable taxation for
non-habitual residents
(NHR), such as no
wealth tax and tax
exemption on foreign
income.


4 Options to choose from,
after the mandatory 5-
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years Golden Visa period.
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Types of Investments


Types

of Investments

Qualified investments
for the Golden Visa
Portugal

Real Estate

Funds

Capital Transfer

Job Creation

Investing in Companies
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Amount (€)
500,000*

500,000

1,500,000

Minimum 10 Jobs

500,000 + creation of 5 jobs


Investing in Research Activities


500,000


Investing in Arts and Heritage


250,000


*No longer applies for high-density areas such as Lisbon, Oporto and the Algarve.
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Types of Investments


Real Estate

Real Estate investment in order to
be eligible for Golden Visa, requires
an investment between €280,000
and €500,000, or more into
Portuguese properties. The variation
in the amount invested is dependent
on the purchasing requirements
outlined in the Golden Visa scheme.
Such requirements outlay the
specification of each property,
namely its location (areas of urban
rehabilitation, beautification or lowdensity areas) and the property use
(residential or commercial).


Real Estate Investment

for Residential Purposes.

An investment in real estate for residential purposes is now limited to
properties located in the interior territories of Portugal and in the islands of
Madeira and Azores. Please refer to the map for the eligible locations.


+ INFO (LINK)

APPLICATION FOR A
RESIDENCE PERMIT FOR
INVESTMENT ACTIVITY

Low-density areas.

"Low density areas" are the NUTS 3 regions, highlighted in light green on the
map, which have less than 100 inhabitants per square kilometer or a per capita
GDP of less than 75% of the national average.

This applies to the whole territory of Portugal apart from the municipalities
highlighted in red in the map.

The islands of Madeira and Azores are also eligible for Golden Visa purposes.


Madeira

Açores

Real Estate Investment 

for non-Residential Purposes.

Another option for the Golden Visa is to invest in real estate for nonresidential purposes. For non-residential purposes, you can invest
anywhere in Portugal. The investment can be made whether as an
individual owner or as a co-owner, provided that the Golden Visa main
applicant invests singly the minimum required amount. 
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Not eligible
Not eligible with exceptions
High density areas

Low density areas
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Types of Investments


Funds
Since November 2018 both Private Equity and
Venture Capital Funds became eligible as an
investment option within the Golden Visa Portugal
Programme.



Investment funds in Portugal are dully regulated by CMVM – Comissão de Mercado
de Valores Mobiliários (Portuguese Securities Market Commission).



As from January 2022, using Private Equity or Venture Capital Funds for Golden
Visa purposes required a minimum investment of 500,000€.



A Fund to be eligible for the Portuguese Golden Visa must invest at least 60% of its
funds in Portuguese companies.



Some of the existing funds that are eligible for the Golden Visa Programme choose
to specialize in specific sectors such as, residential, retail, technology, agriculture

+ INFO (LINK)

and others, whilst other funds choose to have a more opportunistic and multi-

APPLICATION FOR A RESIDENCE

sector investment strategy.


ACTIVITY (ARI)
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PERMIT FOR INVESTMENT
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Types of Investments


Other
Investment
Options


Capital Transfer

Job Creation

Investing in Companies

A Capital Transfer in order to be eligible for
Golden Visa Portugal, the amount
transferred to a Portuguese Bank Account
must be equal or higher then 1,500,000€.

A Job creation investment in order to be
eligible for Golden Visa Portugal, the
investment must aim to create at least 10
Jobs. This requirement may be reduced in
20% (8 jobs) when in a low-density territory
(NUTS III level with less than 100
inhabitants per Km2 or PIB per capita less
than 75% of the national average). 


Investing in companies in order to be eligible
for Golden Visa Portugal, the amount invested
must be at least 500.000€ for the purpose of
constitution of a commercial society with head
office in Portugal, combined with the creation
of five permanent working jobs, or for the
purpose of reinforcement of the share capital
of an already existing commercial company
with head office in Portugal, combined with the
creation or keeping 5 permanent jobs, for a
minimum period of three years.

+ INFO (LINK)

+ INFO (LINK)

+ INFO (LINK)
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Investing in
Research Activities


Investing in Arts
and Heritage

Investing in Research Activities in order to
be eligible for Golden Visa Portugal, the
amount invested must be at least
500,000€ for the purpose of investing in
research activities conducted by public or
private scientific research institutions
involved in the national scientific or
technologic system.


Investing in Arts and Heritage in order to be eligible for Golden Visa Portugal, the amount
invested must be at least 250,000€ with the purpose of investing in artistic output or
supporting artistic projects, for the purpose of reconstruction or refurbishment of the national
heritage, through local and central authorities, public institutions, public corporate sector,
public foundations, private foundations of public interest, networked local authorities, local
corporate sector organizations, local associations and public cultural associations, pursuing
activities of artistic output, and restoring or maintenance of the national cultural heritage.


+ INFO (LINK)

+ INFO (LINK)
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Process

Timeline Golden
Visa Portugal
The initial application and the
supporting documents are submitted
online to Foreigner and Border
Services (SEF). SEF is the official
immigration and border services office
in Portugal. Once they approve your
application, you then need to
schedule an interview in person.


There are numerous SEF offices across
Portugal, and you may apply from any
of them, regardless of where you made
your investment. By doing so you are
avoiding long waitlists clutter such as
the SEF offices in Lisbon district. 


Year 0


It takes approximately 6 months for SEF to approve and provide a date for your biometrics
appointment.

As the main applicant, you and all your dependents can book the SEF appointment simultaneously.
After the in-person interview, you will receive your Golden Visa cards within four months. Once the
permit cards arrive your residence becomes effective, starting on the day of its issue.


Year one and Year two 


Your initial Golden Visa residence permit will be valid for 2-years. In these two years, you must
spend a total of 14 days in Portugal, including Madeira and Azores.

At the end of this period, you need to renew your residence permit.

In order to renew your residence permit, you need to resubmit the up-to-date documentation (ie.
criminal records), biometrics, and necessary application processing fee.


0
Apply for Golden

Visa (GV)

1
Residential Card

3
GV Renewal 1

5
GV Renewal 2

6
Year three, four and five 


Once renewed, the Golden Visa residence permit will be valid for an additional 2-years. Within
those 3-years, you must spend at least 21 days in Portugal, including Madeira and Azores.


+ 1 month
+ 2 months

At the end of the fifth year, you have 4 options, continue with the Golden Visa temporary residence
program, apply for Permanent Residence by investment in Portugal, apply for Permanent
Residence or apply for the Portuguese Citizenship and passport.

Please refer to page 24 for further information on the 4 options.

GV 5 year

term finish

Permanent residence

(P.R)

P.R + Citizenship

Application


7
Citizenship

8
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Process

Extended Family Eligibility



+ INFO (LINK)
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Process

Documents to be obtained in your country:



Valid passport and, if applicable, a valid Schengen Visa for each applicant.
Criminal record certificate for each applicant who is over 16 years old,
issued by the country in which the applicant has most recently reside for
the minimum of a year.
Proof of residence issued in less than 3 months, such as a copy of the
driving license, a recent utility bill or a recent bank statement for the main
applicant.
Proof of professional occupation of the main applicant, such as letter
issued by the employer or a payment slip, employment contract, annual
income declaration issued by the employer
Documentation proof for the eligibility of family members application
(marriage certificate for the spouse, birth certificate for the children, proof
of enrolment as students if over18 years old and birth certificates for the
applicants having dependent parents in addition to provide evidence of
no income if the parent are under 65 years old).

Documents to be obtained in Portugal:



Portuguese tax identification number (The applicant must appoint a tax
representative in order to obtain the tax identification number)
Certificate of no debts from Portuguese tax and national insurance offices
and provide proof of no Portuguese criminal record.
Signed statement by the applicant proving the investment fulfilment
requirements
Evidence that the minimum investment has been made (Document
issued by the appropriate registry office and, if applicable, a letter from a
local bank confirming the transfer of required funds).
Receipt of payment of the application fee.

Tax Identification Number from the country of origin.
Regarding documents obtained in your country: Please note, most documents need to be apostilled or legalized in
the nearest Portuguese consulate or by an apostille of Hague convention. Additionally, documents not in Portuguese
are required to be translated by a Portuguese consulate accredited translator or by a Portuguese lawyer.
João Barata | jmb@magnify.partners
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Regarding documents obtained in Portugal: Power of Attorney with the necessary powers to represent the investor
before the Portuguese Tax Offices, dully legalized by the Portuguese Embassy, with the Hague Apostille or
prudentially by a Portuguese Lawyer or Notary. Proof of health Insurance (if the investor have been living in Portugal
for 1 year or more). The Bank's compliance department might ask for further documents for the opening of the Bank
Account. All the aforementioned documents must be either in Portuguese or English.
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Process


Government
Fees
The Portuguese government charges
the Main Investor and every

Government Fees 


applicant under his/her application

(per applicant)

Frequency

Amount

Amount paid prior to the submission of

539.66€






an initial processing fee per
application. It also charges for the

Application Fee





residence permit issue fee per

the Golden Visa application





applicant. Please refer to the table
below to see the fees transcript per
stage of application.

Golden Visa Residence Permit 
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Issue Fee



Payable once the application is approved



5,391.56€



Renewal Fee


At each renewal


2,694.29€
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4 Options to choose from, after the
5 years Golden Visa period

1 .

To Continue with the Current
Portugal Golden Visa
Temporary Residence

2.

To Apply for Portuguese
Permanent Residence by
Investment (Portugal
Golden Visa Program)

3.

To Apply for “Regular”
Portuguese Permanent
Residence

4.

To Apply for Portuguese
Citizenship

Family Extended


Yes


Yes


Yes


Yes


Language Test


None


Pass Language test of A2 or equivalent


Pass Language test of A2 or equivalent




Pass Language test of A2 or equivalent


Stay requirement 

for renewal


14 days every 2-years



35 days per 5-years



Required stay in Portugal for 24
consecutive months or 30 nonconsecutive months of the 5-year period

None



Investment requirements


Maintain Golden Visa Investment


Maintain Golden Visa Investment


None


None


Card renewal


Every 2-years


Every 5-years


Every 5-years


Every 5/10-years


Renewals available


Indefinite times


Indefinite times

Indefinite times

Permanent

Other requirements

Clean criminal record


Clean criminal record


Clean criminal record


Clean criminal record


No outstanding tax payments in
Portugal


No outstanding tax payments in
Portugal


No outstanding tax payments in Portugal


No outstanding tax payments
in Portugal

Same requirements as normal
Golden Visa

Same requirements as normal
Golden Visa
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Proof of residence in Portugal and proof
of resources to self sustain your living and
your dependents
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Comparison with other European
Golden Visa Programmes
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Minimum Investment (€)

Investment options

500,000 (Funds)

500,000

250,000

350,000


1,000,000

Real Estate; Funds; Capital
Transfer; Job Creation; Investment
in Arts and Heritage, Companies or
Research Activities

Real Estate

Real Estate

Real Estate

Enterprise Investment

Funds

Additional benefit

Work and Study

Schengen Free-Travel


Work and Study

Schengen Free-Travel


Study Schengen  
Free-Travel


Study Schengen  
Free-Travel
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7 years of residency
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Language and Citizenship Test
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183 Days per Year Stay
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and dependent parents

Spouse, dependent children
and dependent parents

Spouse, dependent children
and dependent parents
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Invest in Funds,

Real Estate based
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As of January 1st, 2022, the Golden Visa Portugal legislation has been amended by
the Portuguese Government, adding some new changes and rules to the previous
investment criteria to invest in the Golden Visa Portugal Programme.


Among the new rules, the minimum investment increased from 350,000 € to
500,000 € for Funds.

For Residential Property, acquisition with the purpose
of qualifying for Golden Visa is now restricted to the
islands of Madeira and Azores and to low-density
areas across mainland Portugal, excluding the regions
of Lisbon, Oporto and the Algarve.
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Evolution of property

selling prices in Portugal

Regions

allowed in 2022

Price m2

(as of Jan22)

Max. Variance*

(yearly)

Eligible for

Golden Visa 2022

Beja


840 €/m2


-1.9%


Yes


Bragança


780 €/m2


-1.1%


Yes


Castelo Branco


723 €/m2


-2.5%


Yes


1,036 €/m2


-1.8%


Yes


Guarda


650 €/m2


-5.6%


Yes


Madeira


1,914 €/m2


0.0%


Yes


Azores


1,045 €/m2


-0.2%


Yes


Portalegre


604/€m2


-23%

Yes


Vila Real

903/€m2

-3,2%

Yes

Évora


Madeira

Although these regions are still attractive in terms of
lifestyle and quality of living, they have not shown in
the past, and are not expected to show in the future,
the same value creation as Lisbon, Oporto, and
Algarve did in the last ten years.


Açores

Not eligible
Not eligible with exceptions
High density areas

Low density areas
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Cost Comparison

Funds

Property

Min. Investment


€500,000


€500,000


Title transfer fees


0%


6.5%


Stamp duty


0%


0.8%


Registration & Notary fees (est.)


0%


0.2%


Exit fees (est.)


0%


5% + VAT


Furniture & maintenance (est.)


N/A


20,000€


Total investment


€500,000


€588,250


Ongoing taxes

Exemption possibility on
ongoing taxes.

0.3%-0.5% annual municipal tax
and 28% rental income tax.

Tax efficiency

0% tax for non-residents and just
10% tax for residents.

Residents and non-residents are
subject to capital gains taxes of 28%.

Security

Regulated and supervised by the
competent authorities.

Contingent on the real estate

market disposition and
dependent on the necessary
property insurance.

Funds are dully regulated by CMVM –
Comissão do Mercado de Valores Mobiliários 

(i.e Portuguese Securities Market Commission).

Investing in a Fund has a faster processing with a simpler and more efficient
subscription process than the sourcing and acquisition of properties.



Investing in a fund is a more cost-efficient option, with no entry fee nor exit fee.
When investing in properties the Main Investor must pay transfer fees, stamp
duty amongst other fees and costs during the lifespan of holding the property.



Additionally, by investing in a Fund there is a potential for higher earning than
in properties. The tax benefits obtained by investing in Funds (no tax on
dividends nor on capital gains) together with the average target returns above
6% IRR, make Funds the option with the highest net return.

The Funds route does not have geographic
restrictions, and in 2022 can continue to invest in
Lisbon. Therefore, investing in Funds, Real Estate
based, makes the investment in this type of Funds

the highest net return option
João Barata | jmb@magnify.partners
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Select Funds

of business sectors more
resilient to crisis and
with growth potential
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When choosing to invest in a Fund it is important
to assess the resilience of its business sectors.
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Distribution of company performance

in downturns, by sector

One business sector that has proven
to be amongst the most resilient to
economic downturns and crisis, is the
Food Retail sector. 


The Food Retail
sector, in the last 4
economic downturns
since 1986, has
proven to hold its
performance better
than most industries.

B

Falling
growth and
EBIT margin

36%

32%

34%

28%

47%

45%

46%

54%

45%

avg

44%

Other

A

Increasing
growth and
EBIT margin

41%

48%

22%

20%

Health

care

Cons.

Staples

50%

16%
Comm.

Services

57%

16%
Utilities

39%

41%

14%

14%

Materials

Industrials

41%

12%

34%

11%

Cons.

Energy
Discretionary

44%

11%
Financials

Food Retail
1. Average across last four U.S downturns since 1986; based on performance compared to three-year pre-downturn baseline for U.S companies with at least $50M sales

Note: Sectors based on GICS definitions | Source: S&P Compustat and Capital IQ, BCG Henderson Institute.
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53%

37%

10%
Inform.

Technology

avg

14%
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Apparel
Automotive Manufacturers
Automotive Suppliers
Consumer Durables
Gaming

Coronavirus impact

on sectors

In the latest global
crisis, covid-19, Food
Retail has once again
showed its resilience.

everages
Chemicals
Manufacturing
Media
Metals & Mining
Oil & Gas/Oilfield Services
Property Developers (China)
Protein & Agriculture
Services Companies
Steel Producers
Technology Hardware

In terms of food spending expectations,
the report “Disruption & Uncertainty -The
State of Grocery Retail 2021–Europe” has
confirmed that the spending on groceries
post pandemic will remain higher than pre
pandemic. Once again, a proof of the
resilience of the Food Retail sector.


Construction/Materials
Defense
Equipment & Transportation
Rental
Packaging
Pharmaceuticals
Real Estate, REITS
Food/Food Retail
Telecoms
Waste Management

B

According to Moody’s, as well as to other
market analysis entities, in 2020 and
2021, Food Retail was ranked as one of
the top 2-3 business sectors with its
performance less impacted (low
exposure) by covid-19, proving to be one
of the most resilient sectors.



Consurmers expect to
spend more money on
groceries post pandemic

Lodging/Leisure & Tourism
(Includes Cruise Lines)
Passenger Airlines
Retail (Non Food)
Global Shipping

Global

Covid-19
I

mpact Heatmap

Potential positive impact

nternet Service Companies, Retail (Online),
Gold Mining

I

Source: Moody’s

Share of consumers %

Net intent
More

E

ating out

27

Grocery stores:
discounters

17

Grocery stores:
supermarkets and
hypermarkets

18

45

About the same

Less

-1%

28

73

74

10

+7%

8

+10%

Source: Mckinsey - Disruption & Uncertainty -The State of Grocery Retail 2021–Europe
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Also in Portugal, the Food Retail sector has proven its resiliency, and
with ratios well below European average, it is expected to continue to
grow in the coming 10 years.


During 2020, the most devastating
year of the covid-19 crisis, the Food
Retail sector in Portugal performed
better than the previous two years in
terms of retail sales and gross sales
area growth, outperforming all the
other retail sectors.
Retail Sales

Grocery market sales CAGR’17-22E
2.9%
1.8%

1.9%

2.4%

0.9%

Food retail

Market

Sales area per 100 inhabitants (sqm)

7.4%

39.7%
5.6%

27.0%

4.1%
2019

avg

2.2%

Gross Sales Area

Hypermarkets

and Supermarkets

2018

3.1%

2020

1.8%
2018

2.5%
2019

2.8%
2020

Source: Nielsen
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18.0%

Source: PlanetRetail RGD
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34.1%

34.4%

44.9%

avg

33%
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Subscribe a fund

that secures your
investment and return
before the end of the
Golden Visa period
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Torres Vedras

6

CERES I is a Real Estate Food Retail Fund
focusing in the Greater Lisbon region


Key learnings

for 2022
Investment in Funds, Real Estate based is the most
cost-efficient, highest earning with the better tax
benefit investment option.
Lisbon was the region in Portugal with highest
value creation for any Real Estate segment.

The Food Retail sector, in the last 4 economic
downturns since 1986, has proven to hold its
performance better than most industries.

With ratios well below European average, Food
Retail in Portugal will continue to grow in the
coming 10 years.

João Barata | jmb@magnify.partners
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Rationale for CERES I

Development
CERES I is a Real Estate based fund,
investing in the Lisbon Greater
Metropolitan Area, which includes the
districts of Lisbon and Setúbal.



CERES I is a Real Estate based fund for
the Food Retail business sector, which
develops new units for the 2 local
market leaders and for the

3 international fastest growing

food retailers. 



1
3

2

4
5

Almada

9

7
8

MAGNIFY has started the Food Retail Project
in 2017, and has created a database of 46
locations, all in the Greater Metropolitan Area
of Lisbon (Lisbon and Setubal districts), from
which has selected the 9 locations that are now
being developed by the Fund CERES I.
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Market Share

Portugal


26.8%

2021

22.9%
16.6%
11.3%

8.8%

5.6%
3.9%
Others

Market entry date

1985

1980

1995

1991

1996

1979

2006

1992

2019

-

#stores

567

441

259

255

64

611

80

21

17

-

Supermarket

Format

Hypermarket
Proximity

E-commerce

Source: S&P Compustat, Capital IQ, BCG and Henderson Institute
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The local brands Continente and Pingo Doce, the 2 german brands LIDL and ALDI and the spanish
brand Mercadona are the preferred targets, due to its declared growth plans, easily scalable
supermarket formats, credit rating and lease agreement format.
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Form

Private Equity Close End Fund, incorporated under portugese law and registered with the Portuguese Securities
Market Commission (CMVM) under the number 1721, approved on July 2021.

Management

Management company is Magnify Afterburner, SCR S.A registered with CMVM and with the commercial registry
number 515510190.

Term

T

Fund size

I

Investment period

he term of the Fund is 10 years. The Assembly of Limited Partners may decide the extension of the Fund for the
period of 2-years (maximum two times).
nitial closing completed in November 2021. Target size is € 75 million.

After a 6 (six) year period has elapsed from the date of incorporation or 90% (ninety percent) of the Fund’s equity is
invested or committed.

Exit strategy

T

Target returns

Fund seeks to achieve an annualized IRR, net of all fees and expenses, in excess of 14%.

Hurdle

8%

Carried interest

Carried interest will be equal to 40% of realized gains above the hurdle (annualized).

Management fee

2.5% per annum on the capital called per unit and only during the investment.

Subscription fee

0%

US FATCA Compliant

Y

Buy-back put option for
Golden Visa Investors

João Barata | jmb@magnify.partners

Subscribe a fund that
secures your investment
and return before

the end of the Golden
Visa period


he fund has already established a Forward Purchase Agreement with an Institutional Investor at a guaranteed yield
and for all units to be developed.

annually on capital called minus reimbursements.

es (PFIC ready).

Possibility of exercising a put option after year 6 with the right to receive, annually, its share of the gross income up to
a maximum amount of 4.5%. If the put option is not exercised, the cap on returns is removed. At any time, and at their
own initiative, the Golden Visa investors can sell their participation units to third parties.

Tomé Reis | ttr@magnify.partners

As the Food Retail units take up to 2 years to
develop, and once ready they will
immediately be sold to the Forward
Purchaser, it will be possible to have a bank
account for each Golden Visa Investor, where
it will be deposited the distribution of
transactions that will occur during the Golden
Visa period. 


This procedure will ensure that the Golden
Visa investor will have already the full
amount of the initial investment plus
returns in his account, before the end of the
Golden Visa period.
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Use CRYPTO
to invest
For information please contact:


João Barata

jmb@magnify.partners
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Fund

Management

Development

Management Company


Auditor

Food Retail
Fund

magnify.partners/team/

Custodian

António Vieira da Silva

João Barata

António is founder and managing
partner of Business Setting and of
Magnify. During the past 18 years, he has
worked as an International Consultant in
Business Development and/or
Turnaround projects, in more than 30
countries. He is also an invited associate
professor at the IUL – Business School.



Graduated in Economics, João developed
his career mainly in the financial sector. At
Millennium BCP he spent 5 years divided
between Audit and Corporate Banking.
Subsequently, and already in ABN
AMRO, João was Corporate Director for 4
years and Private Banking (Geneve) for 6
years.



With +30 years experience, he has
carried out the following functions
among others: Advisor to the Chairman
of the BoD and Executive Committee of
Galp Energia; Business Turnaround
Manager, Royal Dutch / Shell Group,
based in The Hague; Member of the
Board of Directors of Shell Portugal and
Iberia; and has been member of the BoD
of several companies.


After 2004, he was a director of Valor
Alternativo, managing director of Hedge
Funds, managing director of Golden Hill
AG, a management company in Zurich for
4 years and later working for the
managers of Lynx Asset Managers.



FOUNDER AND MANAGING PARTNER

João Barata | jmb@magnify.partners

PARTNER – COMPLIANCE

Currently, João is Partner at Magnify, with
responsibility in the areas of Real Estate
Investments and Wealth Management.

Tomé Reis | ttr@magnify.partners

CRealEERstatESe
 I

Retailermade was created as a result of
an ongoing partnership with the Fund
Management Company MAGNIFY
Afterburner SCR to support the
operational aspects of procuring,
acquiring and developing food retail
assets across Portugal.



As part of our partnership with MAGNIFY
Afterburner SCR, Retailermade has
signed a Development Management
Agreement for the Food Retail Fund
CERES I.


Regulator

A Team, with International
experience in managing
private equity funds, totaling
> 1.3 Billion euros and with
experience in developing, in
the last 10 years, > 79 food
and other retail units in
Portugal.
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CERES I
Real Estate

Food Retail
Fund

Contact us

João Barata

jmb@magnify.partners 




Tomé Reis

ttr@magnify.partners

goldenvisa.fund

goldenvisaretail.fund
www.magnify.partners

